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OK, folks, another year goes by and we enter 

charity season flush and sated by the plethora 

of fantastic eating establishments sprouting like 

lupins by the side of every road  in this fair city.

We’re eating well, our chefs are cooking well, 

our restaurants are packing them in. This is 

all good. Unless you’re waiting in line outside 

the Grand Electric, Bestellen or any other just-

opened or about-to-open establishment. Foodies 

on Twitter know where the buzz is, in fact it’s 

becoming the tool of choice for planning a 

night out. Monitor the lineups, the reaction to 

nightly specials, even the mood of the maitre d’. 

And Instagram shots of the daily soup make the 

rounds, fuel the hype, and make us all hungry.

It’s all good fun. So let’s just remember that 

this time of year is a tough one for those less 

fortunate. Let’s all do our part. For inspiration, 

please read about three of the city’s active food 

kitchens (p. 21), as well the stellar work that the 

boys from Rush are doing to help the world (p. 34).

There’s much to be done. But there’s lots of  

us to do it.

Dick Snyder, Editor  •  dick@citybites.ca
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I’ve been lucky of late. I’ve had three meals this 

past month that put a smile on my face. The first 

was the signature item at The Burger’s Priest in 

Leslieville. The second was a Peking duck rein-

vented at a pre-opening dinner at Lee Lounge, 

Susur Lee’s new take on the old Madeline’s space. 

The third was at Sneaky Dee’s, where a plate of 

bar-style chicken wings just plain made me happy.

Where there’s joy in food, there’s always 

excellence. And it feels like a surge in the food 

scene right now, a lot of energy and ideas, and 

great places to eat, shop, cook, etc. CityBites is 

pleased to once again partner with the Salut 

Wine + Food Festival, now in its third year cele-

brating excellence and bringing innovative food 

Terroir, an incredible hospitality industry con-

ference that’s happening the day this magazine 

goes to print, so we’ll have to tell you about it 

2011, and just keeps growing.

Events like these bring the city’s food scene 

its vital focus, on quality, innovation, ideas and 

just pure joy. Which reminds me of my fourth 

smile-inspiring meal—an east-meets-west feast 

at Senses in the SoHo Metropolitan. Patrick Lin, 

the man’s sublime.
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We Get Letters
Let me begin by saying that I greatly 

enjoy CityBites and hope it lives long 

and prospers. A little more attention to 

the use of the French language would 

help in that regard, as there are a lot  

of Francophone and bilingual foodies 

here in the GTA.

The fall edition, which today arrived 

with one of my daily newspapers, 

features an article on Victor Restaurant 

which — not once, but twice — referred 

incorrectly to its mother ship as the 

Hotel Le Germaine. It is the Le Germain, 

masculine — the “Le” should have been 

your first clue — as the addition of the 

final “e” would make it feminine, as in 

Germaine Greer.

And then there is the ad for Hank’s 

which offers a “prefix.” I have seen this 

elsewhere, alas, but CityBites could  

and should play a leadership role in 

stamping out culinary illiteracy. A fixed 

price menu is a “prix fixe.” Please make 

sure your advertisers know this.

And when you have done that, please  

begin a campaign to stamp out the 

incorrect use of the term “entree” to 

describe a main course. Entree means 

an opener, a starter, and not the main  

meal. You could do the Toronto food 

and beverage industry and the restau-

rant-going public a great service by 

encouraging correct terminology,  

so be alert and proactive in stamping 

out stupidities such as prefix. Your  

crusade begins — let me set my  

stopwatch — right now.

Brian P. Anthony

Do Stay in Touch!
Send email to info@citybites.ca or  
snail mail (and cool stuff) to CityBites, 
24-26 Dalhousie St., Toronto, ON,  
M5B 2A5. Letters will be considered  
for print, and may be edited for  
accuracy and space.

At the Top of His Game
By Dick Snyder

The pan roasted Pacific halibut I’m enjoying at 360 restaurant at the top of the CN Tower 
(well, almost at the top) is just one of many remarkable things that greet me on my first visit 
to this, Toronto’s tallest eatery.

Chef Peter George, who for 15 years has directed the entirety of the food operations here, 
which includes two fine dining restaurants, a café and a hopping catering/events business, 
obsesses over the fish, beaming as he explains its provenance. “It’s from Steve Johansen at 
Vancouver’s Organic Ocean,” he says. “He called me up from his boat and said the halibut 
season’s been extended, and do I want any? Of course I do!”

George has made many close relationships with local and national purveyors, and he displays  
the improvisational abilities to deal with these unplanned windfalls of pristine ingredients. 
He keeps his 360 menu flexible, eager to add, say, a prized batch of Saskatchewan chanterelles  
to a lunchtime dish of butternut squash cappuccino, which he pairs deliciously with the 
crisply refreshing Robert’s Block 2008 riesling from Niagara’s Sue-Ann Staff Winery. An  
adventurer with wine, George suggests a 2009 Henry of Pelham Baco Noir to go with his  
halibut dish, which also features a gorgeous diver scallop and succulent shreds of Nova  
Scotia lobster (“it’s east meets west,” he notes). The red wine works, 
he says, because the whole dish is held together by a rich and savoury 
beurre rouge. And he’s right — I go back and forth from riesling to  
halibut to baco to halibut. A lovely taste treat. 

This year the CN Tower celebrates 
its 35th anniversary, a milestone 
that brings tourists from around  
the globe but which seems less  
magnetic to jaded local foodies. 
This is a shame, because George  
has been pushing quality and  
artisanal ingredients since before 
many local hipster chefs were out  
of diapers. Everything is made  
in-house, and he gets all his herbs 
and some vegetables from his  
garden at the base of the tower.  
And why shouldn’t a world-class  
attraction host a world-class  
restaurant, anyway? How about  
Le Jules Verne at the Eiffel Tower?

Through December 24, 360 is 
serving a three-course Holiday 
Lunch for $52, a perfect opportu-
nity to sample George’s dishes at a 
great price. (Try scoring a deal like 
that in the financial district.) The 
menu is online, but here’s a sneak 
peek: foie gras terrine, cauliflower 
bisque with smoked salmon, roast 
Quebec pork tenderloin, Ontario 
turkey with buttermilk mashed po-
tatoes. And the elevator ride is free!

the Cn tower’s PETER GEoRGE extends his reaCh

360 restaurant
CN Tower
416-362-5411
cntower.ca
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crumbs   By Kait Fowlie

... Rumours that ex-Black Hoofer Grant van Gameren would take over 

Wellington Street’s Lucien along with Brockton General’s Guy Rawlings 
were greatly exaggerated. As Toronto media fall all over each other 

trying to get the scoop on van Gameren’s next move, the smart money 

just follows the man on Twitter (@GrantvanGameren)  

... Former Brockton General Chef Guy Rawlings will be singlehandedly 

steering the kitchen at Lucien (36 Wellington St., 416-504-9990, 

lucienrestaurant.com) in a new direction, despite media to the contrary 

(see first item above) ... Chef Corbin Tomaszeski of Food Network 

and HGTV fame replaces Ted Corrado as executive chef at the ROM 

(100 Queen’s Park, 416-586-8000, rom.on.ca). Chef Corbin is currently 

designing new menus for ROM foodservices including c5 Restaurant 
Lounge, Food Studio Café and c5 Catering ... Hush (303 King St. W.,  

416-979-9799, hushrestaurants.ca) opens as an upscale sister to theatre  

crowd-pleasers Gabby’s and Hey Lucy. The new spot features a wine list  

compiled by master sommelier Bruce Wallner of Paese ... Leslieville’s 

Tomi-Kro closes, and owners Johnny K. and Laura Prentice set up shop 

in Riverdale with resto lounge The Playpen (842 Gerrard St. E., 416-

907-9761, theplaypen.ca). The couple is making the most of their plaza 

location with a super colourful, retro casino-inspired decor ... Prairie 
Girl Bakery (Unit 106, 18 King St. E., 416-504-2253, prairiegirlbakery.com)  

opens a second location in the concourse level of the First Canadian Place.  

Cupcakes and “early birds” — fruity breakfast options — are baked on-site  

 ... Classic American cheeseburger joint The Burger’s Priest expands 

News you can eat...

the Bosc Family

“MAKING WINE IS NOT WHAT WE DO. IT’S WHO WE ARE.”

To download a free QR reader go to optiscan.com

SCAN THIS CODE TO LEARN HOW YOU CAN VISIT US FOR FREE.

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE CHATEAUDESCHARMES.COM

TASTE THE
 EXPERIENCE

FOLLOW US @MBOSC

northward (3397 Yonge St., 647-346-0617, theburgerspriest.com) from  

its original digs between Leslieville and the Beaches. The new location  

is set to open this month ... Matt Kumphrey of Bruno’s Fine Foods  

teams up with 5 Doors North’s executive chef Vito Rizzuto to create  

Butcher’s Son (2055 Yonge St., thebutchersson.ca), an independent  

butcher shop and pantry specializing in naturally raised 

meats and prepared meals ... Toronto welcomes deep 

dish pizza delivery service Parlour Deep Dish Pizza 

(parlourdeepdishpizza.com) run by the crew behind 

Trevor Kitchen and Bar. Italian inspired salads, pastas and a few light 

desserts will be delivered south of St. Clair between Dufferin and 

Woodbine ... King West gets a new casual resto lounge, Saviari Tea 
+ Cocktail Lounge (926 King St. W., saviari.com). Tea and cocktail 

lounge? Talk about mining a trend! ... J.P. Challet of Ici Bistro will take  

over the Queen East Leonidas Belgian Chocolates space with Le Matin  
(5 Coady Ave., 416-461-6992), a French boulangerie set to open in 

December. The menu will consist of a selection of petit scones and 

muffins, homemade ice cream, and Challet’s famous breads — a staple 

of the Leslieville Farmer’s Market ... Hrvati Bar (690 Euclid Ave.,647-

350-4227, hrvatibar.com) is now open for lunch weekdays from 11:30 

to 2:30, with the addition of an eggplant- and zucchini-based veggie 

burger to its authentic Croatian menu ... Long awaited Maialino 
Enoteca Italiana (1688 Queen St. W., 416-551-5251, maialinoto.com) 

opens in early December in the new culinary hotspot at Queen and 

Roncy, serving authentic Italian fare ... The original Red Rocket Coffee  

(1402 Queen St. E., 416-406-0880, redrocketcoffee.com) moves to 1364  

Danforth Ave. (near Greenwood) as of the new year due to rising rent.

KaIT FOWLIE is a food writer living in Toronto.
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out & about   By Andrew Brudz IngredIents   By Maia Filar

Bakerbots  
Invades Bloorcourt

Foraging  
for Pho
I was having a hankering for a bowl of 

noodle soup, but now I that have this new  

column I can’t take the easy way out and 

head for pho. so I dragged my friend 

edward on one of our many food-related 

suburban field trips, this time to the strip 

mall in Markham called J-town.

the mall is comprised of a beauty store, 

a stellar Izakaya restaurant that gives guu a  

run for its money, and a grocery store that  

is actually a series of independent vendors 

who carry Japanese food and products such  

as books, silks, toys, baked goods, grocery 

items, made-to-order lunches and more.

the first item I picked up was a sudachi. 

to my untrained eye, it just looked like a 

$6 lime. similar to a yuzu, it’s not used 

much outside of Japan, and when I pressed 

the fish monger on what its best used for, 

he said it would make the perfect garnish 

for noodles, fish, and even cocktails. sold. 

next up were more traditional ingredients, 

including taro root, 92 cents for three, 

which we later peeled and fried up for gar-

nish. somen noodle soup base ($3.98) laid 

down the salty broth foundation, organic 

Cha soba authentic Japanese green tea 

noodles ($3.98) brought the weighty and 

nutty buckwheat flavor, and Ymu-original 

Cucumber Pickle ($3.25) provided the 

sweet and sour element. topped with the 

sudachi, which was a citrus experience  

unlike any other — somewhere between  

a mandarin and a kumquat — it was the 

perfect ending to a 

pretty great bowl of 

soup if I say so myself. 

the tInY bakerY Adds heApinG teAspoons of  
suGAr And spice to An evolvinG neiGhbourhood

The Story   There hasn’t always been a lot to look forward to when stepping out from 
Ossington Station’s Delaware Street exit. But that’s changed over the years, partly in thanks to 
Rosanne Pezzelli’s Bakerbots. A 20-year resident on the neighbourhood, Pezzelli is an OCAD-
trained illustrator, painter and sculptor. But trips to Europe, and in particular Paris, founded a 
love for pastries, cakes and cookies. Soon, the mostly self-taught baker was picking up courses  
at George Brown and the French Culinary Institute in New York City. In May Bakerbots opened 
its doors to the public, featuring her latest art pieces: custom cakes, cookies, pies, banana  
cream pudding, and nine varieties of French macaroons.

The Space   Pezzelli intended the former dress shop steps from Bloor Street as a work-
space only, but persistent knocks on the door from locals necessitated a retail space. Like a  
perfect country kitchen — with white-painted brick, wood furniture and shelves up to a ceiling 
lined with cake stands — it’s an idyllic setting for delightful things to be created.

The Scene   On evenings and weekends, regulars pop in to the pint-size shop for their 
favourite treats, while wide-eyed newcomers explore the wonders inside. 

The Food   The name Bakerbots is somewhat of a misnomer as Pezzelli does most of the  
baking, with little help from robot friends. This summer, her handmade ice cream sandwiches, 

using her famous cookies and Ed’s Real 
Scoop ice cream, proved a big hit. (Ed Francis  
is making a signature flavour for her, planned  
for next spring.) For the holidays, she’s 
introducing mincemeat pies and flavoured 
hot chocolate. Pezzelli sees it as natural 
extension from painting and sculpture to 
what she does now — just on a smaller scale  
that everyone can afford and appreciate. 
She enjoys the fleet-
ing nature of her 
creations — each 
one quickly gob-
bled up, no doubt.

N E W  C O O K I N G  C L A S S E S  •  F R E E  N U T R I T I O N A L  S T O R E  T O U R S  •  F R E E  E V E N I N G  L E C T U R E S

Natural Food Market
416.466.2129
info@thebigcarrot.ca
www.thebigcarrot.ca

Wholistic Dispensary
416.466.8432
dispensary@thebigcarrot.ca

Organic Juice Bar

348 Danforth Avenue
1 block west of Chester subway

Mon-Fri 9-9 • Sat 9-8 • Sun 11-6 

CELEBRATING OUR 28TH

ANNIVERSARY!
Ontario’s 1st Certified Organic Retailer!

Specializing in organically grown, Non-GMO and 
environmentally safe products.

CityBites_Fall2011_1:CityBites  10/3/11  3:14 PM  Page 1

Bakerbots Baking
205 delaware ave.  
(at bloor st. W.)
416-901-3500
bakerbotsbaking.com

J-Town
3160 steeles ave. e.
jtown.ca

Rosanne Pezzelli’s  
tiny and necessary neighbourhood bakery.
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Fungi Fanatic
Marc eber’s business in wild edibles  
is definitely mushrooming

“He’s the new kid on the block, but he’s 
taking the city by storm.” Chris Brown, The 
Stop Food Community Centre chef is talking 
about Marc Eber of Marc’s Mushrooms. A 
forager and importer, Eber delivers wild 
mushrooms and assorted wild edibles to over 
100 restaurants in Toronto and Niagara, from 
The Woodlot and Keriwa Café to Splendido, 
Buca, Local Kitchen, Noce and more.

Eber came to the supplier business sideways.  
He studied environmental science, developed 
an interest in renewable fuels and helped to  
pioneer locally the biodiesel industry based  
on recycling restaurant fats. He’s still involved  
in biodiesel, working with the University of 
Guelph on a pilot project. 

Mushrooms came out of left field.
It began on a lengthy portage in Algonquin  

Park some 17 years ago. With a canoe on his  
head and nowhere to look but down, a teenage  
Eber meditated on the long tracking shot 
of the forest floor. A world of forest foods, 
particularly rich in mushrooms, emerged.   
“I became very excited at what lay before 
me,” he recalls. “The next step was picking 
up a book on mushrooms and the beginning 
of a very long natural education.”

Good mushroom pickers are skilled hunters:  

they can identify a thimble-
sized bump under a bed of 
fallen leaves or a knuckled 
growth on a tree as a  
delicious treat. They’re also dead 
serious about their work because the 
offerings vary wildly and are riddled with 
lookalikes. Mistakes can prove fatal. Eber 
advises: “There’s a definite base education 
you need plus a healthy respect for the vari- 
ances in nature. The most important thing 
to know is when you don’t know enough.” 

In his wanderings, the fungi fanatic finds 
“lobster mushrooms that flame out at 
you” and rarities such as a jelly tooth 
mushroom “that looks like a translucent 
tongue and has the consistency of one of 
those jelly candies.” Once, he happened upon  

a fairytale ring of some 50 mature puffballs 
that covered about 30 meters in diameter.

When we speak in early November — 
late in the mushroom season — he’s still 
foraging the eastern pine mushroom. Other 
wild mushrooms are coming in from across 
Canada and the northern States and, from 
France and Italy, there are truffles. On the 
side, Eber is starting up a mushroom CSA and,  
when he has the time, hoping to develop  

a catalogue “to show we have an intrinsic value  
in our forest lands and non-timber products” 
in Ontario.

He mostly works alone, but hopes that will 
change sometime soon. “I work all the time. 
It’s a good thing I love it.”

Brown, an old friend, encouraged Eber to 
turn his curiosity into a business and has 
been a client since his days as executive chef 
at Perigee. For the monthly Food for Change 
fundraiser dinners at The Stop, Brown 
expects to incorporate Eber’s mushrooms and 
Perigord truffles into the menus. He muses 
for a moment: “Maybe wild-mushroom 
ravioli with truffle shaved on top. Now that 
sounds good.”   CB

Pamela Cuthbert, a food writer and editor, is 
published in Macleans, Saveur, The Edible City, 
Slow Food Almanac and elsewhere. She’s on a 
hunt for good food suppliers.

Wine Cellars, Racking, Cabinets, Stemware and Accessories
showroom  339 Olivewood Rd  416.285.6604  rosehillwinecellars.com 

The most important thing to know is 
when you don’t know enough.
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Head to Head   By Zoltan Szabo | twitter @zoltanszabo

A selection of fine wines inspired by tHe king of tHe dried grape

CLASSIC
2005 Amarone della Valpolicella 
Classico ‘Vaio Armaron,’ Masi
Veneto, Italy | $69.95    
Classic Amarone here. Full, 
with great density of flavours: 
plums, bittersweet chocolate and 
roasted herbs. A grip of broad 
tannins and a warm/spicy finish 
completes this traditionally styled 
“sexy beast” of an Amarone.  
Vintages #462812

AMARONE WANNABE
2009 Valpolicella Classico 
Superiore Ripasso ‘Bure Alto,’ 
Villa Girardi
Veneto, Italy | $17.95    
Plums, raisins and kirsch 
notes. Medium weight with 
pleasant black fruit sweetness, 
soft/ripe tannins and fresh 
finish. Pleasant.  
Vintages #0161844

 

DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT
2009 Pinot Grigio ‘Recioto,’ Colaneri
Niagara Peninsula, Ontario | $29.95    
Made with partially dried grapes, 
barrel fermented for seven months. 
Peaches and apricots, summer fig, 
green tea and vanilla tones on the 
bouquet. Medium-bodied with  
very good concentration of  
flavours and freshness.  
Winery

TEMPTING
2008 ‘Temptress’ VQA,  
The Foreign Affair
Niagara Peninsula, Ontario | $45    
Merlot-based Bordeaux blend made 
from about 30% dried grapes. Black 
raspberries and plums, warm spice, 
purple flowers and menthol aromas 
and flavours. Full and warm with 
cardamom-licorice root nuances 
over the finish. Winery

WICKED
2008 ‘Pineaux Sauvage’ Botrytis  
Affected Pinot Noir, Keint-he
Prince Edward County, Ontario  
| $55   Winemaker Geoff Heinricks:  
“… heavily dried botrytis-
affected fruit, with some fresh 
on the cluster, but more in a 
Ruster Ausbruch or Hungarian 
Szmorodni style.” This is a  
wicked wine and I love it.  
 

OPULENT
2003 Tokaji Aszu 4 Puttonyos,  
Tokaji Kereskedohaz
Tokaj, Hungary | $22.95    
Light golden. Lemon, pineapple, 
table grapes, savoury honey/bee’s 
wax and mineral. Opulent and 
sweet with remarkable acidities 
keeping its finish long-lasting  
and clean.  
Vintages #0073239

For the love of Amarone

Crush Wine Bar is pleased to host your 
corporate or personal Holiday luncheon or 
dinner this year.

With 3 various sized rooms, we can host
intimate parties from groups of 10 to large 
groups of over 110. Savour specially created 
Holiday Menus in addition to regular Private 
Dining Menus.

New Year’s Eve is just around the corner,
ring in the New Year in the heart of the city
with live entertainment and brilliant Tasting 
Menus.

Call to reserve today at 416-977-1234 
or visit us at www.crushwinebar.com

          elebrate the season
       in the heart of King W.

C

455 King Street West      416.977.1234      crushwinebar.com
WINE BAR • TORONTO

C R U S H
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the gourmudgeon   By Stephen Temkin
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I’m going to go out on a limb and predict 
that the world as we know it will not 
end in 2012. So instead of laying down 
a bunker of Spam and Spaghettios, I will 
continue to agitate for the foods that I like 
to consume above ground. Here are three 
wishes for 2012, that is to say three items 
that played hard-to-get in 2011 that I hope 
will become more readily available.

North AtlANtic cod
It’s easy to see why the North Atlantic Cod of  
the Grand Banks were fished to near extinction:  
a finer tasting fin flapper n’er did swim the 
deep blue sea. Fortunately, some cod is now 
being fished sustainably in other parts of the  
North Atlantic. When I was in Europe last  
spring, I ate gorgeous cod on several occasions.

Not so much here. “Almost all of the best 
cod goes to Europe because they’re willing to 
pay the price,” says Rick Blackwood, owner of 
Mike’s Fish Market. 

Blackwood hails from Newfoundland, 
which means his knowledge of cod is pretty 
much genetic. And Mike’s, located in the St. 
Lawrence Market, is one place where good, 
fresh Atlantic Cod can be found, although  
it is frustratingly sporadic. 

The cheaper cod that one sees every day 
is mostly Pacific cod, not the same species. 
It arrives pre-filleted and is often previously 
frozen. It’s not bad in a pinch, but “it’s not 
true cod,” insists Blackwood. I don’t know if 
his insistence is entirely scientific, but from a 
gastronomic perspective, I concur.  

GoldeN leNtils
A couple of years ago, I stumbled upon a small  
box of “golden” lentils in the basement of the  
St. Lawrence Market. Delicious when cooked, 
they had a fine creamy texture yet held their 
shape, and showed a delicate nutty flavour. 

Sad but true, I was in love with a lentil. I 
went back eager for more, but there were none  
to be found. When I inquired, the proprietor 
didn’t seem to know what I was talking about.

The lentil in question is la Lentille Blonde  
de St. Flour, grown on a basalt plateau in the 
Cantal department of the Auvergne in France.  
This old variety was nearly extinct, saved by 
a recovery program begun in 2007. It is listed 
among the heritage foods supported by the 
Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity. 

I know of no local supplier. For now, you can  
source these in Montreal from Transatlantique  
Sélection (transatlantiqueselection.com).

 
cAlvAdos
A bottom-shelf Calvados is usually lurking 
somewhere in the LCBO system. But finer 
examples of this famous, wood-aged apple 
brandy from Normandy appear all too 
infrequently. 

Mystified as to why at least one or two 
aren’t available all the time, I telephoned 
Igor Potemkin (no relation), third assistant 
Commissar of the LCBO’s Department of  
Self Preservation. 

“Quite simple,” he began. “It has to do 
with the fruit-spirit category’s five-year 
statistical output average relative to the 
committed per-supplier marketing units as a 
ratio of minimum quota requirements insofar 
as it pertains to dedicated shelf facings and 
alcohol content as co-determinants of a 
median price point that achieves our baseline 
enticement indicator for the projected 
constituent demographic.”

“In plain English please, Igor,” I pleaded.
“In plain English, you’re the only guy who 

drinks it, so we don’t give a fart.”
Well, I guess I sort of knew that. But if 

Big Brother could take pity on me and just 
maintain a tiny inventory of something 
decent like the 15 Year Old from Christian 
Drouin or the Vénérable from Roger Groult, 
it would truly be a happy new year.

Here’s to yours.   CB

Fish, legumes and 
aPPle booze would 
make a happy 2012

When not eating, 
drinking, or writing 
about eating and 
drinking, Stephen 
temkin  makes fedoras.  
stemkin@rogers.com

Three for the New Year Genie
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Now that summer is a distant memory,  
and we’re hurtling head-long into the teeth 
of winter, followed by the Mayan uncertainty 
of 2012 and the End of the World, it seems 
that some sort of comforting beverage is the 
order of the day.

Many of my loyal readers will habitually 
reach for their favourite spirits, or perhaps a 
glass of port, but I’d like to suggest an alter-
native tipple for those frosty evenings, or as 
a just reward for risking a massive coronary 
after an hour of shovelling the white stuff. 
This is a wine with near-legendary restorative 
properties, which many of you are yet to 
discover. I’m speaking of course, of Madeira.

About 500 miles off the coast of North 
Africa lies the volcanic island of Madeira. 
Owned by Portugal, this unlikely spot pro-
duces the most resilient wine in the world. 

Although there are a few grapes grown for  
Madeira, the Malvasia, also called the more 
smarmy sounding Malmsey, is the best known.  
And here’s what makes it so interesting: 
Centuries ago, the Portuguese shipped wine 
from Madeira to Europe, but much of it was 
spoiled in the steaming hot holds of the  
rolling ships. The Portuguese, who were losing  
money, thought screw this, and fortified the 
wine with cane sugar alcohol to ensure it 
survived the voyage. Well as it turned out, 
the wine was practically cooking during the 
crossing, and oxidizing like the chassis of  
a Dodge after a dozen Canadian winters.  
But people liked it.

So the clever Portuguese started stacking  
casks of wine in hot attics for months on end,  
before shipping it out to the gentry. The result  
was amazing, a rich and delicious sweet wine, 
the best of which rivals its near relatives, 
sherry and port. And like I said, it’s essentially  
indestructible. It’s already undergone all the  
damage that heat and oxygen can possibly  
deliver, so you don’t need to decant it. It’s not  
always available, so you won’t have a lot of 
choice, but ask at the Lik-Bo (aka, LCBO) and 
check out what’s in stock. I’ve never had a 
Madeira I didn’t like. But go easy on it. Drink 
too much and you’ll feel like you were the 
one on that hideous rolling galleon.   CB

 
The musings of Deacon Dr. Fresh live at  
deaconwinelist.blogspot.com.

flavours   By Deacon Dr. Fresh

Mad about 
Madeira

    Work with               
We seek eager ad sales reps 

to join our team. 

Email info@citybites.ca.

Get fortified for winter
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Dining out   By Kerry Knight

Mention a cheese cave to the average Joe 
on the street and he is likely to conjure up 
images of a dark, dank Plato’s cave aflutter 
with bats, walls etched with drawings of stick 
men tumbling after mastodons, Yertle the 
Turtle towers of cheese teetering skyward and 
chunks of the stuff stuck on stalactites.

The reality is most cheese caves are state-of- 
the-art facilities: fastidiously clean, temperature-  
and humidity-controlled environments that 
are so meticulously and artfully designed 
they are used as showcases in some of the 
best restaurants in town.

This week I visited the cheese cave at the 
Ritz-Carlton, a 10’ x 12’ beauty smack dab in 
the middle of TOCA by Tom Brodi, to have a 
look at what’s on the slab. In-house affineur 
Tina Strapper has assembled an impressive 
array of cheeses, 40 thousand bucks worth, all  
kept in a climate-controlled room at 62.6°F 
and 55% humidity.

Strapper maintains the inventory and the  
care of each cheese ageing in the cave, scrubbing  
waxed cheeses with a soft bristle brush and 
salt water, repairing any cracks that may 
form with unsalted butter, rotating soft and 
ripening cheeses to evenly distribute the fat 
solidifying and moisturizing any delicate 
cheese varietals that require special attention.

Jaris Edwards, assistant manager for TOCA, 
says cheese has taken on more of a starring 
role on the menu due to the cave. “TOCA has 
added a quiche to our lunch menu selecting 
different cheeses from the cave daily. A staple 
[addition] to our Kanabec Frites is our three-
year Thunder Oak Gouda shaved atop [it], and  
with the Affineur’s Selection as a dessert option  
we have the ability to do port or dessert wine 
pairings to really enhance their flavours.”

For a fall menu dish that features TOCA’s 
highly coddled cheese, Edwards recommends 
the Glazed B.C. Black Cod marinated in a 
miso and Newfoundland Screech with shaved 
Thunder Oak Gouda, broccoli, cinnamon cap 
mushrooms and pine nuts. It’s one of TOCA’s 
best selling dishes.

As for a favourite cheese, “anything with a  
story” will grab Edwards’ attention. “Whether  
it is the Schep family in Thunder Bay making 
the beautiful Thunder Oak Gouda, Upper 

Canada creating a magnificent Comfort 
Cream, or Laiterie Charlevoix creating their 
Le 1608, derived from an almost nonexistent 
breed of cattle called the Canadienne.”

We wouldn’t call it widespread just yet, but  
the cheese cave as restaurant accessory may 
be an emerging trend. A more modest but still  
beautiful cheese cave can be found downstairs  

at Enoteca Sociale, where chef di cucina Matt 
DeMille acts as in-house affineur. “This is my 
first experience working with a room that is 
dedicated to cheese,” explains chef-owner 
Rocco Agostino. “We make sure everyone keeps  
it tidy because guest will be looking into it.”

Adjacent to the wine cellar, a private room 
that can be reserved by parties of eight to 
ten, and guests are privy to DeMille slicing 
varieties of cheese throughout the evening 
for his Affineur’s Special. The cheeses reflect 
Agostino’s Italian heritage, with a nod to La 
Belle Province provided by DeMille.

“We have a parmigiano reggiano, which is 
worth about $1,000,” says Agostino proudly. 
“One of my all-time favourite cheeses is 
Crotonese, an Italian sheep’s milk cheese 
from Calabria. My parents had some in the 
fridge quite a bit so it reminds me of my 
childhood… But also Grey Owl, a dark ash-
rind goat’s milk cheese from Quebec that is 
melt-in-your-mouth goodness.”   CB

Whey Ahead
restaurants with cheese caves are  
putting the spotlight on the Curd

They are used as showcases in some  
of the best restaurants in town.

The cave at the Ritz-Carlton’s TOCA by Tom Brodi



EVENTS
UPCOMING

Finally. A restaurant that’s all about the Cheese. We crafted an experience of 
artisan grilled cheese, house-made soups, fine cheeses, and other gourmet grub 
that you can enjoy with a glass of wine, small-batch artisan brew or take home.

An ooey gooey kind of place.

CHEESEWERKS is an 
active member of our 
community. We host
or support great foodie 
events, festivals, and 
special tasting nights. 
Join us.

EVENTS
UPCOMING

DEC 2 – 18, 2011
Lowe’s Toronto Christmas Market
The Distillery Historic District
Get your first taste of CHEESEWERKS 
this holiday season! Visit us at
Booth #19 near the Christmas tree.

DEC 16, 2011
CHEESEWERKS
Official Opening Celebration
They say there is no such thing
as a “FREE LUNCH”, well there is on 
our first day! Enjoy a FREE Original 
CHEESEWERKS Grilled Cheese from 
12 to 2PM. Join us and taste what all 
the buzz is about.

2012
Meet the Maker • Our Signature 
CHEESEWERKS Tasting Series
Our Meet the Maker series are 
intimate culinary experiences filled 
with a menu crafted exclusively
for the evening, tasting information 
and personal stories from
our artisan partners.

JAN 26, 2012
Meet Shep Ysselstein, the Cheese 
Maker wunderkind of the newly 
establish Gunn’s Hill Artisan 
Cheese in Oxford County, Ontario. 

FEB 9, 2012
Meet Nicole Bzikot, Cheese Maker 
extraordinaire from one of 
Ontario’s premier sheep milk 
cheese producers, Best Baa Dairy. 

JAN 15, 2012
The Golden GRILLED Awards
Take a bite out of Hollywood
and celebrate the 69th Annual
Golden Globe Awards with us.
Enjoy red-carpet Grilled Cheese, 
Sweets & Champagne! 

FEB 5, 2012
Foodie Football • Super Bowl XLVI
Nachos & Beer never tasted this 
artisan. Kick-up your taste buds as we 
watch the kick-off to the showdown in 
Indianapolis. 

FEB 14, 2012
I’m Fond’ of U • Valentine’s Day
It’s couples night at CHEESEWERKS! 
Reserve your table and enjoy
an evening of luxurious artisan Swiss 
Cheese Fondue that will certainly set 
the mood.

SIGN UP TODAY
Find all the information at 
cheesewerks.com/events

56 BATHURST ST. •  TORONTO, ON
416.243.3327(Corner of Bathurst & Wellington)

cheesewerks.com
cheesewerks

HOURS
TUES–THURS 11AM-9PM
FRI & SAT 11AM-11PM
SUN 11AM-8PM•

1559w6_CW_CityBites_Ad_FA.pdf   1   November.24.11   7:53 PM
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travel   By Alice Lawlor

Isle of Plenty
From Fine dining to street Food,  
Maui is a Food-lover’s paradise

You’ve never really tasted the local cuisine 
until you’ve eaten at Mama’s Fish House in 
Maui. Chef Perry Bateman revises his menus 
daily with what he calls the “fish story” behind  
each dish. Today, it’s Onaga caught by Layne 
Nakagawa near the towering sea cliffs of 
Molokai. This is owner Floyd Christenson’s 
way of giving credit where it’s due, to the 
fishermen.

The restaurant is just one of Maui’s many 
culinary gems, which range from $60 entrees 
at Mama’s to roadside BBQ shacks and the 
weirdest tropical fruit you’ll ever taste. No 
surprise, then, that four of the original chefs 
behind the Hawaiian Regional Cuisine move-
ment — established in 1991 — still have  
restaurants in Maui. Here’s how to eat your 
way around Hawaii’s culinary isle:

PULL IN FOR A PLATE LUNCH 
There’s nothing more Hawaiian than a plate 
lunch: two scoops of white rice, a side of 
macaroni salad and a barbecued Pan-Asian 
protein. It’s the midday meal for everyone 
from labourers to office workers and even 
President Obama, who’s admitted to craving  
it. For an authentic experience, stop off at 
Bruddah Hut’s BBQ on the Road to Hana. This  
is street food done right: pulled pork tacos 
with tropical salsa, finger-licking ribs and oh-so- 
tender chicken, all served on roadside picnic 
tables with the family cat for company.

TASTE THE TROPICS  
“A forest of food,” is how Ono Organic 

Farm’s co-owner Lilly Boerner describes her 
domain. Tours begin with a cup of home-
grown Arabica coffee and an array of seasonal 
exotic fruits. Prepare yourself for the bold  
(giant avocados, spiny rambutan), the  
beautiful (strawberry dragonfruit, sweet 
lilikoi), and the downright odd (egg fruit, 
anyone?). Next up is a stroll through the  
jungle-like farm and more fruit, this time 
picked right from the branches. Ono  
(which means “delicious”) sells its produce 
in nearby Hana and supplies top regional 
restaurants and hotels. Tours daily, but call 
ahead and get directions. onofarms.com   

GET YOUR POKE ON
Pronounced “poh-keh,” this local specialty 
was dubbed “Hawaii’s soul food” by world-
renowned local chef Sam Choy. Small chunks 
of fresh raw fish (often ahi or mahimahi) are 
mixed with ingredients such as soy sauce, 
seaweed, kukui nut relish and sesame oil. 
Most seafood joints serve their own spin 
on it, but for a true taste of local-style poke 
check out the deli section of a grocery store.

DINE WITH THE SEA TURTLES 
One of the original champions of HawaII 
Regional Cuisine, Chef Mark Ellman’s lat-
est restaurant is Honu. It’s right on the water 
in Lahaina, a favourite grazing spot for sea 
turtles. Inspired by the “fresh, clean, wild 
seafood of Maui,” Ellman plans his menus in 
collaboration with local farmers. Don’t miss 
the fabulous Ahi Bruschetta — seared pepper 

ahi on local organic tomatoes with edamame 
hummus, flax-seed toast and 20-year-old bal-
samic vinegar. honumaui.com

GET TIPSY ON PINEAPPLE WINE
Nestled in the rolling green hills of Upcoun-
try is Maui’s Winery, so-called because it’s the 
only one on the island. In 1974, the Tedeschi 
family began experimenting with pineapples 
while they were waiting for their grapes to 
mature. They created a small amount of spar-
kling wine that sold like hot cakes. Sample 
their wines (they do conventional blends 
too) at the tasting bar, and take a tour. Then, 
see how the wines stack up against a deli-
cious organic Maui Cattle Company beef 
burger at the Ulupalakula Grill across the 
street. mauiwine.com

It all tastes better at Mama’s in Maui
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n Winter can be a tough time of year for those 
who’ve been bit by the vegetable gardening 
bug. The ground is frozen, the days are short 
and dark and the only green vegetation is a 
Christmas tree. But don’t despair, here are 
some ideas to keep your hands dirty.

In From the Cold
Anything already growing in pots outside will  
likely do well indoors. We managed to keep a 
pepper plant growing all winter and brought 
it back outside in the spring. You don’t have to  
leave your perennial herbs lying dormant in 
the ground. Sage, thyme, oregano and other 
perennial herbs will come back in the spring, 
but if you want fresh cut herbs all winter long  
transplant them into pots and bring them in.  

sow new seeds
Many tasty veggies grow well in pots, especially  
shallow-rooted plants like lettuce, spinach 
and arugula. You may even have success with 
radishes. Try chard, kale, basil and cilantro, 
which do really well in pots. All you need is a  
south-facing window, a planter with a drainage  
hole and saucer, potting soil, seed or seedlings  
and a watering can.  You can start your window- 
sill edibles from seed or you can get a head 
start by planting seedlings. Visit Richter’s Herbs  
just north of Toronto for a wide range of 
culinary and medicinal herbs.
 

do It yourselF  
For DIYers, make your own self-watering 
container by converting any pot or windowsill  
box using perforated pipe, landscape cloth 
and a plastic water bottle with the bottom 
cut off. All you do is lay the pipe in the 
bottom of the pot, score a hole in it at one 
end then invert the bottle and insert the end 
into the scored hole. Lay a sheet of landscape 
cloth over the pipe and fill the pot with 
potting soil. The inverted bottle will poke 
above the soil line and serve as a funnel for 
water that goes directly to the roots. Make 
sure you score a little overflow hole in the 
side of your container a few inches up from 
the bottom so you’ll never overwater.

gIFt Ideas 
This is the month for giving, so treat a pining  
gardener to a little indoor gardening kit. Instead  
of store-bought sweets choose a semi-homemade  
gift that can be eaten. Fill a decorative pot with  
gardening gloves, a spade, a growing medium 
like potting soil or coconut coir, a pack of 
seeds or a gift certificate from Urban Harvest.

Arlene Hazzan Green co-owns The Backyard 
Urban Farm Company (bufco.ca).

Winter survival 
options for the year- 
round Gardener

Windowsill Farming
the urban farmer   By Arlene Hazzan Green

BRUNCH-LUNCH
�urs. Fri. Sat. Nights $25 Prix Fixe

9 1/2 Church St. Toronto
416.504.2657  hanks9church.com

Solution To Menu Boredom 

9 Church St. Toronto
416.504.9463  9church.com

Herbs love a windowsill in winter.
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By Kait Fowlie

It’s 7 p.m. on a late fall evening, and autumn is truly in the 
air as I sit in one of the city’s most-praised new restaurants. 
The menu boasts to our cravings around this time of year, 
when the sun sets earlier and patios escape our conscious-
ness. It boasts purely yummy, warming dishes like biscuit 
sliders with gravy, chipotle mac-and-cheese, and fried 
chicken and waffles in unique variations. And the talent-
ed chefs at this new hotspot have certainly made some 
extreme variations — keeping all the deliciousness of these 
down home-style comfort foods but ditching all the meat, 
dairy and eggs.

I’m talking about The Hogtown Vegan, the Annex’s 
new comfort-food restaurant, which is proving 
that being vegan doesn’t mean living off alfalfa  
sprouts and tofu. Owners Madeleine Foote, Scott  
McCannell and Ross Corder (also responsible for Kensington’s 
Hot Beans) are part of a growing movement that is bringing real, 
satisfying vegan grub to Toronto.  

This has been a year of leaps and bounds for veganism in our 
city: notably the resounding success of this summer’s Vegetarian 
Food Festival, which surpassed all previous years in attendance 
with over 20,000 visitors during its three-day stretch, and seemed  
to feature more vegan vendors than vegetarian.

As its popularity grows, so too does our notion of what it means  
to be vegan. The stereotypical assumption that a vegan meal must  
consist of some foliage-filled wrap and a protein shake does more 
than leave vegans unsatisfied in restaurants — it puts limits on the  
potential greatness our city’s food culture. If we want a well-rounded,  
inclusive dining scene we need options. Foliage certainly has its 
place in the vegan (and non-vegan) diet, but even herbivores 
need greasy hangover breakfasts and broody mood grub, too. 
And sometimes lentils just won’t cut it.

The good news is that Toronto is becoming well versed in these  
varied requirements. Sadie’s Juice Bar, the younger sibling of the 

diner-style brunch joint on Adelaide, remedied  
the heat wave this summer with Tofutti ice 
cream, floats and smoothies. As fall settled in,  
soups and apple cider were added to the menu. 

Bloomer’s Bakery is one of the many new specialty bakeshops 
that provide a sweet fix for vegans. Their treats are only available  
at select stores and by special order on their website, but their 
“butter” tarts and carrot cake have already made a name for them-
selves, appearing on CNN and at the Vegetarian Food Festival.  
(A storefront location is in the works for next year.) It’s not just 

shiny new upstarts that are doing the vegan thing as an attention- 
grabbing gimmick, though. Enduring Annex staple Future Bistro 
recently added vegan labels to their date squares, loaf slices and 
a few of their cookies.  

As veganism evolves from something exclusively for a niche 
population, funky faux-meat concoctions tend to lose the spot-
light. Some dishes simply don’t need dairy or eggs to make them 
stellar. Really great food is simply that — really great food, veg-
an or not. That’s what Howard Dubrovsky of L.A.B. restaurant  
on College Street believes. His adventurous, Italian-inspired menu  
strives to provide, as he describes it, “The kind of food you 
wouldn’t recognize as vegetarian — it is just good-sounding food.  
A meat eater would see it on the menu and think ‘oh that sounds  
good,’ it wouldn’t be ‘vegetarian’ that came to mind first.”

Although not fully vegan — Dubrovsky has been vegetarian for  
19 years — his menu includes meat dishes, vegan dishes, and dishes  
in-between. Dubrovsky actually has no qualms with cooking  
meat. He wants to create an environment where everyone can 
be included, and no one has to miss out on a fantastic meal be-
cause of dietary restrictions. I wanted to create an environment 
where multiple demographics could find something that is well 
thought out and in sync with the rest of the menu, not just an 
afterthought.”

Creating that environment is no easy accomplishment on a 
strip known for pepperoni and prosciutto. But Howard has been  
inspired by the surge of new restaurants in Little Italy. Acadia, 
Grace, and Woodlot have been steadily bringing people to the 
neighbourhood for more than pizza and pasta since they opened 
this year, all within eight blocks of one another. Acadia has a 

Vegan Adventures

Even herbivores need greasy hangover  
 breakfasts and broody mood grub.

forget tofu and lentils. ToronTo’s vegan 
menus are bold, herbaceous and delicious
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soul-food spin, Grace serves homespun comfort classics 
and Woodlot boasts original vegetarian versions of their 
meat entrees.  

Howard is optimistic that these spots help create the open- 
minded attitude that will lead to a stronger presence of 
vegan items on menus, but there are some occasions when 
tradition is best left as is. Often, these occasions leave veg-
ans with something to be desired. As the holidays loom 
with fanciful family feasts, the vegan home chef endures a  
challenge in duplicating classic dishes without using many  
of their primary ingredients. This year, vegan cooks get a  
guidebook on ‘veganizing’ the classics with Nava Atlas’s new  
Vegan Holiday Kitchen. Following the success of her 1990 
Vegetarian Celebrations, Atlas had originally planned for 
an updated version but ended up with something entirely 
new. Atlas notes, “There are a lot of holiday favourites that 
make you wonder, how do you make these without eggs 
and dairy? My original recipe for Latkes and Matza balls for  
Hanukah included eggs. The new book takes those just one  
step further in the evolution of dietary needs.” Her fresh 
assemblage of recipes features photography from Susan 
Voisin of Fat Free Vegan Kitchen fame and guarantees the 
flavour we associate with homey childhood memories.

Whether you’re vegetarian, vegan, flexitarian or omnivore,  
you’ll be pleasantly surprised by what Toronto’s vegan res-
taurants are doing with their food. So have a taste, whether  
it’s meatless Monday or not. You might not be able to tell 
the difference. Either way, I promise the experience will 
bring bliss to even the most discerning tofu hater.   CB

Vegan Adventures
10 Vegan Hot Spots
... Urban Herbivore (64 Oxford St., 416-927-1231; 967 College St., 416-515-8885; 220 
Yonge St., Toronto Eatons Centre, herbivore.to) Sister to upscale Fressen restaurant 
on Queen West, Urban Herbivore is known for great vegan eats on the go. Massive 
sandwiches, salads and hearty muffins with biodegradable packaging. ... Rawlicious 
(20 Cumberland St., 416-646-0705; 2122 Bloor St. W., 416-519-7150, rawlicious.
ca) 100% raw and organic cuisine with a particularly diverse smoothie menu and 
a luscious cashew cream cheesecake. ... Bunner’s Bakery (3054 Dundas St. W., 
647-352-2975, bunners.ca) Bunner’s is a little vegan and gluten-free bakeshop with 
a lot of heart. Boasts can’t-tell-the-difference red velvet and chocolate cupcakes, 
and a killer supersonic gypsy cookie. ... Hot Beans (160 Baldwin St., 647-352-7581, 
hotbeansvegan.com) This newish Kensington burrito joint quickly became popular 
with guac-lovers of all dietary descriptions. The jackfruit taco steals the show, and the 
vegan donuts are also a hit. ... The Hogtown Vegan (834 Bloor St. W., 416-901-9779) 
Cheap and cheerful vegan comfort food at its finest, from melty sandwiches to ice 
cream and pie, served up in a laid back environment. ... Kensington Natural Bakery 
and Cafe (460 Bloor St. W., 416-534-1294, kensingtonnaturalbakery.com) Toronto’s 
first vegan bakery. Muffins, pies, breads and entrees are made using a variety of gluten- 
free flours and natural sweeteners. ... One Love Vegetarian (854 Bathurst St., 416-
535-5683, oneloveveg.com) Island flavours get a vegan spin at this popular lunch spot 
in the Annex. Famed for hearty rotis and corn soup. ... Rancho Relaxo (300 College 
St., 416-920-0366, ranchorelaxo.biz) This Mexican party spot on fields a full menu of 
vegan choices, from faux steak fajitas to deep fried soy ice cream drizzled with agave. 
Great for late night nachos or a proper dinner. ... Sadies Diner (504 Adelaide St. W., 
416-777-2343) and Sadie’s Juice Bar (146 Baldwin St., 647-340-1155) Known for its 
vegan brunch options, Sadie’s offers the traditional diner experience, updates and 
vegan friendly. A side of vegan bacon is hard to find — look no further. ... Moonbean 
Coffee Company (30 Saint Andrew St., 416-595-0327, moonbeancoffee.com) 
Moonbean provides an extensive selection of vegan coffee cakes, rugelache’s, and 
unique cookies to enjoy on the patio in the sunshine or toasty interior in the winter.
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WINTER SURVIVAL   By Tawfik Shehata

This is a two-step process that’s well worth the effort. But 
you’ll need to plan ahead. Cook the lamb first (seven hours 
in the cooker), then let it cool while preparing the polenta 
(five hours). Then, assemble and tuck in! 

TIpS ANd TRIckS for  
comfort food perfection

Slow-Cook-a-Thon
Tawfik Shehata’s Slow Cook Tricks

Most importantly, know your cooker! (I said “cooker.”) Some are  
hotter than others, this recipe was based on a low setting of 200°F   
and a high of 300°F .

Sauces do not reduce in a slow cooker. You will need to do this on  
the stovetop before serving to get to your desired consistency.

For food safety reasons, whenever possible, cook the food for the  
first hour on high to get your food up to 140°F  as quickly as possible.

Do not cook foods from frozen, it will take food too long to reach  
a safe temperature.

As a general rule (some slow cookers differ):  
1 hour High = 2 hours Low.

The foods at the bottom of the slow cooker will cook faster and  
be moister since they are immersed in liquid. When I made the lamb 
I put some of my mirepoix underneath to keep it off the bottom, but 
made sure I had enough liquid to cover the shoulder.

Brown meats on the stovetop first; this will give it a better depth  
of flavour.

Since liquids do not reduce in a slow cooker, reduce the amount by 
1/3  to 1/2 if the recipe you are using is not meant for a slow cooker.

Add spices in the last hour of cooking so their flavours remain fresh.

Whenever possible do not open the lid. The steam inside is part  
of the cooking process. Opening the lid can add about 20 minutes  
of cooking time.

Choose a slow cooker that has elements all the way around and  
at the bottom. Some only have an element at the bottom, these are  
basically hot plates and do not maintain temperature well.

For best results the slow cooker should be 1/2 to 3/4 full. Size of 
cookers vary, so keep in mind how many people you will generally  
be serving when choosing the size.

Always make lots, leftovers are the best part!
Tawfik Shehata 
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for the braise
1 boneless Ontario lamb  
shoulder (about 3 lb)
1/2 btl red wine
1/2 cup red wine vinegar
1 head garlic, cut in half 
1 small cooking onion, diced
1/2 head celery root, peeled 
and diced
1 can (796mL) diced tomatoes
1 leek, washed and sliced
1L chicken stock
2 bay leaves
kosher salt
canola oil

for the stuffing
3/4 cup good quality green  
olives, pitted and chopped
3 Tbsp capers, rinsed and 
chopped 
8 cloves garlic, chopped
2 lemons zested and 1 juiced, 
or diced zest of 1 preserved 
lemon, if available

2 Tbsp olive oil 
4 sprigs oregano, leaves 
picked and chopped, stems 
reserved

2 sprigs rosemary, leaves 
picked and chopped, stems 
reserved

1/4 bunch Italian parsley, 
leaves picked and chopped, 
stems reserved

kosher salt and freshly ground 
black pepper

to stuff &
cook the lamb
In a bowl, mix all stuffing ingre-
dients (except herb stems), 
check for salt before seasoning. 
depending on how salty your 
olives and capers are you may 
or may not need salt.

unroll the shoulder and gen-
erously spread the paste on the  
inside, rubbing it in to all cavities.  
Roll and tie the leg, season with  
salt and pepper.

In a heavy-bottomed skillet  
heat 3 tbsp canola oil until 
smoking. sear the lamb on all 
sides, remove and put in the 
slow cooker. Add the onion, 
garlic, celery root and leeks to 
the hot skillet and brown, de-
glaze with red wine, add red 
wine vinegar and reduce liquid 
by half. Add to lamb in slow 
cooker, add herb stems, bay 
leaves, diced tomatoes, chicken 
stock and a pinch of salt.

turn slow cooker to high  
for 45 minutes, then to Low  
for 7 hours.

When done, remove lamb, 
pass sauce through a food mill 
and let lamb cool in liquid.  
Refrigerate overnight.
to serve  

While lamb is cold, slice 1-inch 
thick slabs, place in oven proof 
dish and cover with some 
sauce. Wrap in foil and reheat 
in a 375°F degree oven.

While lamb is reheating,  
reduce remaining sauce in a 
saucepan to desired consistency,  
adjust seasoning. note: I like 
to add the red wine vinegar 
because the shoulder is rich 
and fatty and the acidity helps 
brighten up the dish. Fell free 
to omit it if you disagree.

for the polenta
1 cup stone ground cornmeal, 
doesn’t make a lot of sense to 
use quick-cook cornmeal in a 
slow cooker, does it?
5 cups chicken stock or water
1 cup grated parmigiano
2 Tbsp butter
kosher salt
Boil chicken stock on the 
stovetop. pour into bowl of 
slow cooker. turn slow cooker 
on high. Add butter. pour corn-
meal in a slow, steady stream 
while continuously whisking, 
ensuring there are no lumps. 
Add 2 tsp of salt. Whisk every 
15 minutes if possible for the 
first hour.

turn slow cooker on Low  
and set for 4 hours.
to serve  

stir in grated parmigiano  
and check seasoning.

for garnish (optional)

1/4 head treviso (type of  
radicchio), wide chiffonade
8 leaves mint, chiffonade
extra virgin olive oil
kosher salt and freshly ground 
black pepper
toss treviso and mint in bowl 
with salt, pepper and olive oil.

to plate
spoon polenta in the centre of 
4 plates, place one medallion 
on the centre on the polenta.  
this is a bit of a delicate pro-
cess because the lamb will be 
very tender. spoon a generous  
portion of sauce over each 
lamb and garnish with the  
treviso, if using.

leftovers
pour out any leftover polenta 
on a tray and let cool in the 
fridge. Cut into a size that will 
fit individual crockery bowls or 
into a casserole. Layer polenta 
and ragu and cover in sauce. 
Cover with grated young  
asiago or slices of Mozzarela  
di Bufala and bake.  

Crock Pot Serves 4 
Lamb Shoulder
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By  Carly Dunster

Ranjith Molligoda is a chef at Toronto’s 
Scott Mission. Last year the Mission served 
64,209 hot meals and bag lunches to people 
in need. Molligoda cooked many of them. 

In our food-focused lives, we sometimes 
forget about the hungry people in Toronto. 
We also forget to ask who cooks for our city’s 
hungry, those chefs who work at places never 
reviewed by food critics. Limited resources, 
reliance on food donations, and serving 
people in crisis define an average day at these 
organizations. But that doesn’t affect these 
chefs’ high standards. 

Molligoda, who sometimes works part-
time for the Air Canada Centre’s VIP suites, 
put it this way: “In the evening I work for 
millionaires, and in the day I work for the 
homeless. But it makes no difference to me.  
I treat everyone like VIPs.”

I arrive at the Native Canadian Centre of 
Toronto one morning to find chef Brenda 
Kagige in a clean, compact kitchen, spicing 
and tending to two huge pots of chili. She 
usually has one part-time assistant with her; 
this week it’s her teenage daughter and a 
friend subbing in. Not a whole lot of person 
power to feed 100 people every day, but they 
make it work.

They’re making bannock to serve with the 
chili; the bannock dough is wrapped around 
turkey hot dogs and then fried in hot oil. I’m  
put to work frying the bannock-wrapped dogs.  
I do a satisfactory job, save for one hairy 
moment when Brenda’s daughter takes her 
aside to tell her I’m letting the scones get too  
brown. I overhear, but Brenda is too nice to tell  
me; I start pulling them out of the oil earlier. 

The chili and scones are served cafeteria-
style to between 80 and 100 people, a typical 
number of guests for the Centre. The kitchen 
feeds drop-in clients as well as the folks living  
at Wigwamen Terrace, a Native Seniors’ Centre  
next door.

After lunch service, Kagige and I sit down 
to chat over the meal, which was hearty and 
delicious, the fried bread a crispy foil to the 
meaty chili. Kagige attended George Brown 
Chef School, and first developed a love for 
cooking as a child. “I used to sit at the table 
watching my mother cook all the time, bread,  
doughnuts, bannock. Just sit there and watch 

her work her magic.” 
Kagige shows me some recent weekly menus,  

which reveal a variety of hearty and interesting  
daily specials: sauerkraut with sausage, eggrolls  
and fried rice, chili and scones, chicken and 
ribs with corn on the cob, and a fish pie with 
salad for Friday. 

I ask whether people are excited to see 
traditional Native Canadian foods on the 
menu. “Yes, absolutely,” she says. “It’s a treat 
for them, especially for the seniors. And some  
of the younger ones don’t know how [to 
cook traditional foods]. Surprisingly, a lot of 
people ask me how I make bannock. But the 
seniors know how.”

Would Kagige go back to working in a 
restaurant kitchen, as she used to? “Possibly, 
but not anytime soon.”

When she first started in the Centre’s kitchen,  
a couple of years ago, she heard her first 
language, Ojibway, spoken for the first time 
since she left her childhood in Northern 
Ontario. “After my Mom died, I didn’t really 
hear the language much. So when I came to 
the Centre here, I heard it again and I sort of 
felt right at home,” she says. Clearly it would 
be hard for her to leave this place.

I visit The Scott Mission early one morning 
to find a bustling kitchen already at work. Chef  
Ranjith Molligoda has worked here for ten 
years, since moving to Canada from Sri Lanka.

The Mission has a much bigger kitchen than  
the Native Centre, with seven staff members, 
and 10 to 20 volunteers on any given day. 
Huge cauldrons for making soup, multiple 
convection ovens, sinks as deep as bathtubs.

Many people have worked there for years, 
even decades. Like Ali, the exuberant staffer 
who tells stories of the Iranian Revolution and  
exclaims, “Eighteen years I’ve been here! When  
I came I was a teenager, and now I’m 32!”

“Yeah, plus 20!” yells out Molligoda, who’s  
stirring a pan of green beans in the background. 

We chat before service. “The thing is, we 
give them a full and complete meal here,” 
says Molligoda. “We give them a soup, a main  
course with meat or fish, a salad, a vegetable, 
and also a dessert. A complete meal, just like 
in a five-star hotel.” Today there’s beef chili 
to start, and a main of chicken and tomato 
sauce with green beans, roasted potatoes and 
a salad on the side. Dessert is muffins and 

they Cook delicious food for hundreds of hungry people a Day 
with limiteD resourCes anD little fanfare

Toronto’s Unsung Chefs

Huge cauldrons for soup, multiple  
ovens, sinks as deep as bathtubs.

Guests at the Scott Mission get “a complete meal, just like in a five-star hotel.”
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lemon poppyseed loaf. 
Molligoda sneaks in elements from his 

own Sri Lankan cuisine where he can. “I like 
to make beef stew because I do it in a little 
bit of a different way — I add a little bit of 
curry to it. They liked it! Sometimes I add  
Sri Lankan touches, but not too much,” he 
adds conspiratorially. “But whatever I make,  
I make it mine.” 

I ask what he finds the most challenging 
aspect of cooking at the Scott Mission, besides  
cooking for 400 people a day. “To make 
sure we maintain a standard,” he says. “We 
deal with a lot of donations, and a lot of 
stuff has an expired date. Sometimes it’s 
heartbreaking, because in my home country 
we would never have thrown it out; we 
would have used it. But here we can’t use 
it, because the health department comes 
and checks everything. They want to see 
everything like it is in a five-star hotel — 
which is a good thing.”

Molligoda tells me he’s not planning on 
leaving the Mission anytime soon. “I have 
100-percent job satisfaction here, and I feel 
very blessed. Thank you for coming,” he adds.  
“Some people don’t know anything about 
this place, and they should know. Some 
people when I say that I work for homeless 
people — they underestimate people. When 
you come here, you see this place, look at our 
food, you can see our standards are high.”

Chef Chris Thomas has been with Lawyers 
Feed the Hungry (LFTH) for three years. The 
program feeds about 400 people twice a week 
for dinner, and about 150 people twice a week  
for breakfast, sharing the large cafeteria with 
the Law Society of Upper Canada. 

Here, everyone is served their meal just as  
in a restaurant. “We want to treat our guests  
like our guests,” Thomas said. The meal on  
offer the day I visit is broccoli and cauliflower 
soup with cheese, meat ravioli with a tomato 
sauce that includes Swiss chard, mushrooms 
and peppers, and peaches and ice cream for 
dessert. A volunteer tells me, “It’s not just 
about the food. It’s also about the top-notch 
customer service.”

Thomas has been working with food since  
he was 14. “After peeling a lot of potatoes, I 
finally got a real cooking job, and I was  
hooked,” he says. After a year at the Stratford  
Chef School, he took a job opening restaurants  
for a large company. Working 100-hour weeks,  
he burned out quickly, and jumped at an 
offer from LFTH.

He’s a vegetarian, and interested in healthy,  
holistic food. Just before joining the LFTH 
team, he started a raw cake business. You 

might not call Thomas a hipster, but he does 
have a cool, almost New Age vibe. Which is 
not to say he doesn’t take the job seriously.

His priorities are finding ways to minimize 
waste by using biodegradable place settings, 
and sourcing organic and local food when 
it’s feasible. “A lot of guests say ‘I want the 
iceberg lettuce, not these [organic greens],” 
he confides. So how does he deal with that? 
“Well, we can’t please everybody. And it’s 
habit-forming; they get used to it.” 

At one point during service he says, “I’ve 
got mushrooms in my sauce and there’s a 
mushroom allergy over here, I’ll be back in a 
second.” That he remembers one person with 
an allergy is pretty remarkable for someone 
who’s feeding a thousand people a week. 

It reminds me of Molligoda at The Scott 
Mission, who mentioned the parsley garnish 
for the chicken they were serving the day I 
was there: “They say 60% of your appetite 
comes from what the food looks like, so a 
little garnish is nice for people to see.”

Further confirmation that a chef is a chef, 
in any kitchen, cooking for anyone. Pride 
in one’s food and respect for the customer’s 
needs triumph. Compared to these, fame and 
fortune take a back seat.   CB

When you come 
here, you can see  
our standards  
are high.

At Lawyers Feed the Hungry, it’s about top-notch customer service.
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360 Restaurant is one of Torontoʼs finest 
dining destinations located atop Torontoʼs 
most famous landmark, the CN Tower. 
Offering a spectacular 360-degree view 
of the city, an inventive, locally sourced, 
seasonal menu and an award-winning 
wine cellar, 360 Restaurant is an inspiring 
gastronomic experience in an unsurpassed 
setting.

Holiday lunch menu available December 1-24

To book the ultimate dining experience, 
call 416-362-5411 or visit cntower.ca

Complimentary elevation with the purchase of a main course.

Gift certificates available.

"Aged 24 months on the lees, this exceptional quality sparkling Rosé is a top value in Niagara. The palate abounds with soft sweet 
cherry, lush cocoa, zesty orange rind and juicy pink grapefruit. Above average length and complexity for the price.” 
90 POINTS – Sara d'Amato, WineAlign.com

Peter Bodnar Rod, 13th Street Sommelier says about the 2006 Grande Cuvee, "This 100% Pinot Noir was aged for 54 
months on the lees and results in a remarkably rich, elegant, refined and extremely complex sparkling wine. A very special 
bottle for the wine lover who appreciates nothing but the best."

1 3 t h  S T R E E T  W I N E R Y
CUVÉE 13 ROSÉ NV
A V A I L A B L E  N O W  V I N T A G E S  # 1 4 7 5 0 4

$ 2 4 . 9 5   7 5 0 M L

 A L S O  A V A I L A B L E  N O W  
A T  1 3 t h  S T R E E T  W I N E R Y
G R A N D E  C U V É E  
BLANC DE NOIRS 2006

$ 5 9 . 9 5  

7 5 0 m l *

‘Tis The Season

*In a double blind tasting, when 2 sommeliers, 2 winemakers and 6 consumers sampled this wine beside a rare, top Grand Cru 2004 
Champagne and top selling Grande Marque Champagne, 7 out of 10 chose the Grande Cuvée 2006 as the best and most expensive wine.

13TH STREET WINERY | 1776 FOURTH AVENUE | ST. CATHARINES | 13THSTREETWINERY.COM | 905.984.8463
OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 11 AM - 5 PM
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Stuff for the holidayS   By Kait Fowlie and Kate More

Pop Goes the Turkey 
The Pop-Up Turkey Timer by Kikkerland 
Design promises a perfect holiday turkey. 
Made of silicon and stainless steel, this 
turkey’s legs pop up when the bird is done.

$13 at The Good Egg, 267 Augusta Ave.,  

416-593-4663

Runneth Over 
These ethically made metal cups by Nkuku 
are so versatile they can be used for holding 
flowers, utensils or drinks.

$12.99 each at Grassroots Environmental 

Store, 372 Danforth Ave., 416-944-1993

For Whiskey Lovers 
These non-porous Teroforma Whiskey Stones 
are made of soapstone and will chill your 
bourbon without diluting it or affecting the 
taste. They keep their cool better than ice.

$25 for nine at The Cook’s Place,  

501 Danforth Ave., 416-461-5211

Cute Cupcakes 
For the future bakers in the family, these Yumbots silicone 
rubber cupcake moulds are, well, fun.

$23.50/four at Blue Banana, 250 Augusta Ave., 416-594-6600

Stink Be Gone 
Stainless steel Magic Soap by 
Kikkerland Design gets rid  
of garlic, onion and other  
stinky food smells.

$10 at The Good Egg,  

267 Augusta Ave.,  

416-593-4663

Get Served 
Made from fallen trees in the GTA, these serving trays by 
Urban Tree Salvage are rich with character, and each is 
finished with a food safe, hand rubbed oil.

$39.99 to $69.99 at Grassroots Environmental Store,  

372 Danforth Ave., 416-944-1993
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Reference Apron 
Perfect for the forgetful  
or budding chef, this  
apron by Suck UK includes 
conversion tables, defrosting 
times for different foods,  
and a portion guide.

$36.95 at Neat,  

628 Queen St. W.,  

416-368-6328

Wine to impress 
It’s not often you can afford a 
Barbaresco to tote along to a 
holiday party, but now you can. 
This Umberto Fiore Barbaresco 
DOCG is 100% nebbiolo, and its 
a general list at LCBO. 

$16.95 at lcbo.com

Flip, Rock ’n’ Roll 
It’s a party in the kitchen with  
The Flipper. Make a foodie or a chef  
out of anyone who rocks.

$15 at Blue Banana, 250 Augusta Ave.,  

416-594-6600

Wine & Chocolate 
Each label of this Ghanain dark, medium dark 
and milk chocolate by Brix carries tasting 
notes and a suggested wine pairing.

$11.99/bar at IQ Living, 542 Danforth Ave., 

1-800-716-9681

Drink to The Hits 
Vinyl records reworked by Toronto based 
Papermuse Designs turn practical coasters into 
conversation pieces.

$22 at Scout, 405 Roncesvalles Ave., 416-546-6922

Dial-a-Board 
The Index Chopping Board by Joseph Joseph is a tidy 
collection of cutting surfaces that looks good on the 
counter and helps the OCs among us ensure that the 
fish board is always used for fish.

$99 at Neat, 628 Queen St. W., 416-368-6328
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HOLIDAY HINTS   By Kate More
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You may have skills in the kitchen, but nothing says “you’ve got game” at your next holiday dinner 
like a dry-aged beef roast.

Dry-aged beef is an upgraded, a.k.a. “pimped-out,” version of wet-aged beef. 
“Unlike any wet-aged Prime beef you’d find at the grocery store,” says Danny McCallum, Executive 

Chef at Jacob’s Steakhouse, “dry-aging removes excess water [so you get] a lot more flavour.”
So here’s a tip: You can dry-age the beef yourself, at home.
“Unwrap your meat and place it on a piece of parchment paper on the bottom shelf of an empty 

fridge,” says McCallum. “Make sure the fridge remains empty so the beef doesn’t absorb any food 
smells, and replace the paper every two days. Put a large container of Kosher salt in the fridge to absorb 
all moisture, and away you go.” 

If it’s impractical to empty your fridge, then just try to ensure nothing stinky is in there. 
For rookie dry-agers, a five-to-seven day aging period is recommended. For a holiday roast, try the 

following recipe:
Dry-age a Prime (4 lb, bone-in) standing rib roast upright for nine days at 50 to 60 percent humidity 

and 1 to 3°C (33.8 to 37.4°F). Before roasting, use a sharp knife to shave off the hard, dried outer layer 
of the meat. 

Season the roast with sea salt and pepper, place on a roasting pan, rib-side down and sear for 15 min-
utes at 230°C  (446°F). “This will caramelize the outside for deep flavour to develop,” says McCallum.

Turn the oven down to 160°C (320°F) for the rest of the cooking time. Place the tip of an instant-
read meat thermometer into the thickest past of the roast. Every half hour, baste the cut ends of the 
roast with the fat accumulated in the roasting pan. Do not cover the roast.

After an hour and a half, begin checking the internal temperature. When the internal temperature 
reaches 52 to 54.5°C (125 to 130°F), the meat is medium-rare. Remove from oven, cover with aluminum  
foil, and let sit 15 to 20 minutes.

To add To cake mix before baking...
1. Soak 2 cups of minced cherries and figs for two 
weeks with one bottle of kosher cherry and black-
berry wine and one bottle of dark rum. 
2. Marinate 1 lb. pureed mission figs with 1 cup 
of pomegranate liqueur overnight. 
3. Soak 2 cups of sour cherries, golden raisins 
with 2 cups of scotch whisky overnight. 
4. For a moist, chocolate fruitcake, boil1 ½ cups of  
currants, raisins and prunes with 1 cup cocoa, 1 ½  
cup coffee liqueur and ¼ cup orange peel. Remove  
from heat  and allow the mixture to cool halfway.
5. Soak 2 cups chopped green cherries and pine-
apple in 1 cup limoncello and 2 cups of bourbon 
for one week. Add 1 cup of pecans on the last 
night to soak.
6. For a fluffier cake, use fresh fruit! Combine  
1 cup diced pears and apples with 1 cup of bran-
dy-soaked cranberries.

7. Soak 1/4 cup candied ginger, 1 cup prunes,  
¼ cup lemon peel and 1 ½ cup dried cherries  
in 1 bottle of ruby port for two weeks.

To do afTer baking...
8. Wrap the finished cake in a bourbon- 
soaked cloth, place in the fridge. Marinate  
for three weeks, swapping the cloth out  
regularly with a new soaked cloth.
9. Cover the fruitcake in marzipan and royal  
icing (a hard white icing made with softly beaten 
egg whites). Place foil-wrapped liqueur truffles 
into the icing to decorate and let dry.
10. Poke holes in the top of the cake with a  
darning needle and pour the booze of your  
choice (we recommend brandy, bourbon or 
scotch) into the cake. Just don’t drive if you  
eat the whole thing!

Step Up Your Roast

Crank Your Fruit Cake

DrY-Age YOur beef At home, for ultimAte flAvour

fruit cAke boredom Got you down?  
here Are TeN wAYS TO SpIke YOur cAke this holidAy:

Jacob’s Steakhouse chef  
Danny McCallum with roast.



AMONG THE WORLD’S MOST 

OUTSTANDING CHEFS, 
ONE FAVOURITE 

INGREDIENT STANDS OUT.

It’s true: for generations of top chefs, one name has stood for unrivalled performance, enduring quality and classic style 
in the kitchen. That’s why, since 1925, Le Creuset has been a trusted favourite in some of the world’s most acclaimed 
eateries – and in the homes of culinary icons past and present. From handcrafted Enamelled Cast Iron and Stoneware 
to new innovations like Professional Stainless Steel and Forged Hard-Anodized pans and roasters, Le Creuset has remained 
loyal to its artisanal tradition – and true to its authentic roots. To learn more about Le Creuset, please visit our new 
flagship store in Sherway Gardens or any of our fine retail partners throughout Canada. www.LeCreuset.ca
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Festive tipples   By John Szabo MS  By Zoltan Szabo

Sparkling Wines HitsTop Sake

2002 Moët & Chandon 
Brut Grand VintaGe 
ChaMpaGne   $81.95   
Moët’s iconic Dom 
Pérignon might get all 
the press, but the Grand 
Vintage is where the smart 
money is. Intense, yeasty-
toasty nose with earthy, 
dried porcini mushroom, 
cracked wheat and other 
umami-rich notes. Striking 
flavour intensity and 
depth, minerality and 
roasted citrus fruit,  
with exceptional power 
and length. 
Vintages #69773

BollinGer Brut 
SpeCial CuVée   $69.95   
Classy, elegant and bold 
in the Bollinger style, 
the latest NV brut offers 
a robust, masculine taste 
experience. And if it’s  
good enough for 007,  
it’s good enough for me. 
Vintages #384529

nV ChaMpaGne laherte  
BlanC de BlanC  
Brut nature   $55    
A 7th generation family 
estate in the Côtes de 
Blanc. Really fine and 
elegant nose here, all class, 
highly mineral. Stunning 
balance, finesse, underlying 
length and power. 
Agent: Groupe Soleil

nV ChaMpaGne 
aGrapart terroir 
BlanC de BlanC  
Grand Cru   $55   
Absolutely classic nose, 
riveting minerality, vinous 
and concentrated yet 
weightless, mushroom, 
 wet chalk. Pure essence  
of champagne. 
Agent: Groupe Soleil
 
 
 
 

huff eStateS CuVee 
peter f. huff, VQa  $39.95 
Very classy, with an intense  
dose of wet stone and classic  
Prince Edward County oyster  
shell minerality, citrus and  
delicate brioche and yeasty 
flavours. The palate is rivet- 
ingly dry and crisp, with 
fabulous acidity and delicate,  
lingering finish; one of 
Canada’s most impressive. 
Winery

Blue Mountain  
Brut   $32.95    
Fine B.C. bubbly here, a  
blend of chardonnay with 
a pinch of pinot gris, offering  
a nice change from classic 
champagne-style blends. 
Ripe apple, green stone fruit  
plus some waxy and leesy 
aromas, very dry and tart 
palate, with lean structure 
overall, more suitable to  
food. Pure, but not for 
general receptions or parties. 
Vintages #206326

13th Street preMier 
CuVée, VQa   $29.95   
Another top notch release 
from Niagara’s 13th Street, 
with complexity and refine- 
ment. Beautifully integrated  
citrus, stone fruit and floral  
notes, with a well-measured  
dose of yeasty-brioche 
flavours. Terrific length 
and depth; very classy. 
Vintages #142679

JaCkSon triGGS 
entouraGe SilVer 
SerieS Brut 2006,  
VQa   $22.95    
Marked yeasty-smoky, 
biscuity character on the  
nose, with wet stone and  
roasted citrus fruit. The  
palate is medium bodied, 
dry, with riveting, refresh-
ing acidity. Very nice 
quality bubbly and  
elegant packaging, too. 
Vintages #234161  
and Wine Rack

doMaine de VauGondy 
Brut VouVray    $17.95   
Clean, pure essence of 
Loire Valley chenin blanc, 
with wonderful fresh 
floral, green apple and 
apple blossom aromas, 
honey, sweet green herb 
and marked minerality. 
Medium dry, but 
marvelously elegant and 
balanced. Lovely aperitif. 
Vintages #154567

2010 preVedello 
aSolo Superiore extra  
dry proSeCCo   $16.95    
Toronto’s legendary 
restaurateur Franco 
Prevedello has turned 
winemaker in his hometown.  
This is delightfully fresh 
and fragrant, with flavour 
intensity and complexity 
well above the mean. A 
lovely sipping/aperitif 
bubbly to be sure. 
Vintages #262881

Bernard MaSSard 
Brut CuVée de 
l’éCuSSon   $16.95    
From Luxembourg, a blend 
of pinot blanc, chardonnay 
riesling and pinot noir. 
Cool and crisp on the nose, 
full of green apple and 
citrus, plus a decent dose 
of yeastiness, bone dry and 
lively palate. A stylish and 
classy aperitif. 
Vintages #970970

nV Mont Marçal 
Brut reSerVa CaVa   
$13.95   Stylish, well-
priced cava made from 
the traditional varieties 
xarelo and maccabeu, with 
some chardonnay to add 
elegance and finesse. 
Vintages #229021

Murai faMily daiGinJo   $24.95, 300mL   
Melon, white licorice, spice and tropical 
fruits nuances. Really well made. 
Vintages #209726

rihaku ‘WanderinG poet’  
JunMai GinJo   $17.95, 300ml    
Spicy, nutty and earthy accents — very  
good intensity and freshness. The long  
finish has a neat chestnut trait to it. 
Vintages #227637

okunoMatSu JunMai daiGinJo 
SparklinG Sake   $16.95, 290mL   
Aromas of aloe vera, cantaloupe, fresh 
cucumber skin and white blossoms. Fresh 
and delicate with a tiny sweetness coming 
on its otherwise clean finish. Great party 
sparkling sake. 
Vintages #228973

taManohikari oMaChi JunMai 
daiGinJo   $16.75, 300mL   
Apples, melon, steamed rice notes on  
its bouquet. Mild yet fresh with a  
persuasive finish. 
Vintages #747790

Gekkeikan horin JunMai daiGinJo   
$16.95, 300mL   
Made with the soft waters of Kyoto,  
resulting in candy, floral, tropical-exotic 
aromas and flavours. Opulent texture  
and a slight sweet note on the finish. 
Vintages #603837

taiSetSu iCe doMe JunMai GinJo   
$12.95, 300mL   
Honeysuckle, white asparagus, white pepper 
and earth. Very pleasant and easy-drinking, 
everyday sake. 
Vintages #211144

izuMi naMaCho JunMai   $12.95, 300mL   
Made from 70% polished California rice, 
using water from Huntsville, Ontario. Ripe 
stone fruits, hazelnut, fresh-turned earth and 
fermented soy aromas and flavours. Round 
and soft, yet with balancing freshness. 
Vintages #260174

hakkaiSan ‘eiGht peakS’ tokuBetSu 
JunMai   $11.75, 300ml   
This is a clean, crisp and straightforward 
sake, some earth-toast notes adding more 
character. Very good, and great value. 
Vintages #211151

It’s been a great year for sparkling wine in Toronto: the grower champagne revolution 
is in full swing, Canadian sparkling is entering a golden era, and the cavas, proseccos 
and other traditional method sparkling wines trickling in have had to be that much 
better to compete. Here are some recommendations to get the month fermenting:

Add some spice to your holiday meals  
and festive occasions and discover  
that sake is a remarkably versatile and 
food-friendly beverage.
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SLOW COOK   

Introduced in 1971, the Crock-Pot (the 
official brand, that is) was an instant best 
seller. Promising flavour-packed one-pot 
meals with minimum effort, gourmet cooks 
and non-cooks alike found they could get 
delicious results. Forty years on, the Crock 
still rules. Here are some slow-cooker items 
to add to your wish list.

Crock-Pot 6.0 Qt Designer Series Smart-
Pro Slow Cooker  $119.99 | Canadian Tire

Dare we say, “the Cadillac of slow cookery”?  
This big boy can serve seven people, and 
has an easy to remove and clean stick- 
resistant stoneware insert. Tempered glass 
lid makes it easy to monitor what’s going 
on, which is important because you don’t 
want to open the lid during cooking, or 
you’ll lose heat and steam. A digital timer 
shows remaining cooking time, which can 
be set from 30 minutes to 20 hours. 

The Indian Slow Cooker 
50 Healthy, Easy, Authentic Recipes   
By Anupy Singla | $19.95

This is a fantastic resource for the neophyte 
cooker of Indian food, as it has some wonder- 
ful photos of spices and ingredients you’ll 
need in your pantry. The recipes use reduced  
amounts of oil and fat, making use of the 
slow cookers inherent properties to seal in 
moisture and flavours. Easy-to-follow recipes  
cover classics (and mostly vegetarian) dishes  
like dal, palak paneer and gobi aloo, but 
also cover the essential meat dishes like 
butter chicken. (Agate Surrey)

The Vegan Slow Cooker
By Kathy Hester | $21.99

Vegan or not, this book should appeal to 
anyone looking for healthier, easier, cheaper  
and smarter ways of eating. From the basics 
of cooking dry beans to a simple and sur-
prising (who knew?) recipe for slow-cooker 
pizza, this is an eye-opening collection of 
150 inventive and palate-expanding recipes 
and ideas. (Fair Winds)

Crazy for
Crock-Pot



From the makers of Canada’s BEST Selling Imported Sauvignon Blanc.
CSPC 216705   |   Represented by PMA Canada Ltd. |   www.pmacanada.com          Please Enjoy Responsibly. From a very special place.

with  Two Oceans 
Sparkling Brut

Bonus
AIR MILES® reward miles5

Valid at the LCBO from November 27 - December 31, 2011

Celebrate......

13430 2 Oceans Brut CityBites Ad  11/24/11  3:08 PM  Page 1
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A party calls for libations. And to get it right, wine has to be in the 
mix. But just as certain foods call for certain wines, different gatherings  
require a tweak to the selections. The appropriate quantity, style and 
price change with the crowd. But the general rules are simple.

For sit-down dinners, count on half a bottle a person, a little less for  
standup affairs. It’s better to have too much than too little. The LCBO 
will refund unopened bottles, no questions asked. If it’s cool outside, 
make it 1 white to 3 reds (or 75% red). If the appropriate attire is linens  
and summer dresses, make it 1 white/rosé to 2 reds (66.6 reds). 

The Large Gathering of Strangers
For large affairs, corporate events, office mixers, big weddings and any  
other type of event where you don’t know or can’t remember the names  
of half the guests, play it safe and stick with the mainstream. Nothing  
idiosyncratic or overly dramatic. The more character the wine has, the  
less likely it is to appeal to everyone. Avoid excessive oak, alcohol, acidity  
or tannins, or violently aromatic wines. Well-known regions and grapes  
are key. You don’t want the guests wondering why such an unusual  
wine was selected (“was their budget that limited?”). For reds, err on the  
side of full-bodied, such as warm climate cabernet sauvignon, merlot, 
syrah/shiraz, or Argentine malbec. For whites, low or un-oaked char-
donnay, pinot grigio and sauvignon blanc are the safest choices. For 
bubbles, Cava or Prosecco.

The Wine & Cheese
Supposed to be the foolproof affair, wine and cheese is a minefield. So 
many wines crumple into a quivering heap before the fatty, salty, pun-
gent profile of cheese. To make the sommelier’s life worse, your cheese 
board will contain a range of cheeses (as it should) from mild to stinky, 
so there’s no way a single type of wine will work, uh... across the board. 
So just set out 2-3 different wines and let guests discover the good 
and bad, keeping in mind that whites are more versatile with cheese,  
especially crisp and off-dry (sugar code 1 or 2), late harvest riesling,  
Alsatian style pinot gris, Vouvray demi-sec, and the like.  Since you’ll 

also need red, pick a smooth crowd pleaser like Spanish 
tempranillo or new world cabernet/merlot.

If you’re hell-bent on doing it right, then set up stations,  
each with a different cheese and wine combo. But remem-
ber you’ll need extra glasses.

Here’s a classic set up:

table 1:  Fresh goat’s cheese + Sancerre (or other crisp, dry  
sauvignon blanc).

table 2:  Brie or Camembert + rich white, like lightly oaked 
chardonnay.

table 3:  Hard cheese, i.e. parmiggiano reggiano + Amarone  
or other full-bodied red.

table 4:  Blue cheese i.e. Roquefort, Blue d’Auvergne,  
Gorgonzola + sweet wine, like port, sauternes, Icewine.

The Intimate Gathering of Friends
Here’s your chance to really shine as a wine savvy host. Toss all safe 
picks out the window and dazzle your friends with your latest cut-
ting-edge finds. Arm yourself with a few third-party reviews, in case 
anyone challenges your sophisticated, jet-setting selections, and drop 
a line about the rarity or the up-and-coming-ness of each as you pull 
it out. For sparkling, go with grower champagne or Canadian bubbles 
(see my other piece in this issue). For whites, you’ll be looking for  
insider’s picks such as Austrian grüner veltliner, Spanish albariño or  
verdejo, chardonnay from Prince Edward County, Argentine Torrontés,  
white blends from the Roussillon in Southern France or the Alentejo 
in Portugal, Clare or Eden Valley Riesling in South Australia, or one 
of those weird, orange-coloured wines made in amphorae in Friuli in 
northeastern Italy.

For reds, look for ’09 Ontario pinot noir, Loire Valley cabernet franc 
and Beaujolais, especially from the “natural” wine movement, malbec  
from Patagonia, Central  
Coast California Rhône-style  
blends, agiorgitiko or xino-
mavro from Greece, Tasma-
nian pinot noir, or saperavi 
from Georgia, to name but 
a few possibilities.   CB

Party Supplies
Get the right stuff for the riGht soirée

szabo on Wine   By John Szabo MS

    Buying consignment wines from an agent is easy.  
                           Go online and get their list. Phone or email your order. Wait for delivery. Repeat.

How to Buy Wine from an Agent

B&W Wines
416-531-5553  
www.bwwines.com

B&W Wines offers a portfolio of iconic and boutique 
wineries: Penley Estate, Lillypilly, Two Hands 
and Jansz from OZ; Darioush and La Crema in 
California; Argentinean Bodegas Weinert; Barolos 
from Brovia, Rhone-Ranger Jean-Luc Colombo  
and Douro producer Quinta de Ventolezo.

Lifford Wine Agency
416-440-4101 or toll-free  
1-877-272-1720  www.LiffordWine.com

2010 Winner - VINTAGES  
Portfolio Award of Excellence Serving the hospitality sector  
and private consumers in Ontario since 1985 with a focus on 
family owned and operated wineries that are equally as passionate 
about great wine as we are.  Cakebread Cellars, Maison Louis 
Jadot, Felton Road, Felsina and Hollick, to name just a few.

Profile Wine Group  
416-598-0033  
www.profilewinegroup.com

Like you, we are Passionate  
about quality wine. Our Passion. 
At your service. Please check out 
our web site for our entire list… 
it is full of high quality wines  
at every price point.

John Szabo MS prefers  
his wine straight up and 
natural, and tweets  
@johnszabo. Looking for 
the best wine buying club 
in ontario? Check out 
sommelierservice.com
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The ej   By Konrad Ejbich

Everyone who drinks wine tastes something. When pros taste wine, we taste everything. 
Tasting isn’t a talent but a discipline. With a single, focused lesson and lots of practice, 

anyone can learn to taste confidently and competently. This skill is guaranteed to increase 
your drinking pleasure and satisfaction.

To taste like a pro, you must think like a pro. Professional tasters follow a mental checklist,  
meticulously, every time they taste. You can do it, too. And it begins not with your mouth, 
but with your eyes and your nose.

Start by looking for a bright, natural colour and pristine clarity. Clarity is a sign of health.  
Any wine that doesn’t look fresh, that’s dull or hazy, is likely to be sick and undrinkable. 
Nothing should be floating, sinking or swimming in your glass. 

Colour can provide clues to age, style and flavour in some wines. And the intensity of 
that colour should be a clue to the concentration of those flavours.

Light reds often taste of strawberry, raspberry and cherry. Dark purple-black wines have 
fuller texture, and the stronger flavours of blackberry, black currant and plum, along with 
some bitter oaky-smoky notes from barrel aging.

Pale, silvery green-gold wines are generally fresh, bright, crisp and lemony.
Yellow-gold wines and those with a hint of amber may have been aged in oak and will 

have some vanilla-caramel or tropical fruit notes.
You’d think tasting a wine is the most important part of the process, but it’s really smell that’s  

most critical. Just as eyes are windows to a person’s soul, so too, aroma and bouquet reveal 
all about a wine.

Aroma and bouquet are different, no matter what the thesaurus says. Aroma is the scent 
that distinguishes each grape variety. It never changes, regardless of where the grapes were 
grown. Chardonnay from Ontario smells like chardonnay from France. Bouquet, on the other  
hand, doesn’t even exist until after fermentation is complete and the wine has begun to age.

Aging in various types of oak barrels will affect the bouquet — chardonnay aged in American  
oak barrels smells fruitier than the same wine aged in French or Hungarian casks.

For most novice tasters, the greatest challenge is not in recognizing scents and odors in 
wine but in finding the words to describe them. We all recognize the smells of freshly cut 
grass, or dark chocolate, or the irksome reek of rancid butter; but we never expect to find 
those smells in a glass of wine.

Start at a basic level. Does the wine smell naturally fruity, floral, spicy, woody, nutty, earthy,  
vegetal? Or is it artificial, processed and chemically? Break down each category. Fruity can 
mean citrusy, such as lemon, lime, orange or grapefruit. It could be berrylike, which could 
suggest blackberry, currant, cherry, strawberry or raspberry. Every category can and should 
be “dissected.”

The faintest scent of rot, vinegar, mould, sewage or chemicals is a clear indicator a wine is  
seriously flawed. And it’s the main reason that we smell so carefully before we taste.

The taste test will confirm what the nose knows. If we’ve smelled everything there is to 
smell, the taste should provide no surprises.

The tongue has only a few talents but performs them exceptionally well. It instantly dif-
ferentiates sour, sweet, salty and bitter flavours. It recognizes heat that comes from spice as 
well as from temperature. It’s sensitive to  
texture like nobody’s business (ever had 
a hair on your tongue?).

That’s it. With your senses awake, you 
will decipher harmony and balance in 
all the things you taste.

It’s shocking just how little we consider  
what we put into our mouths.   CB

Taste Wine Like a Pro
The firsT secreT? IT’s all In The nose

The taste test will confirm what the nose knows.

A Truly Delicious 
Lester’s Deli Experience

in your own home!

LestersDeli.com

1057 BERNARD AVE
Outremont, Québec

H2V 1V1

Our delicious portions of reheatable sliced

Smoke Meat or Roast Brisket
are conveniently vaccuum-sealed to ensure

quality and freshness in any one 
of our convenient sizes.

An Unbelievable Experience!

   WE
DELIVER!

1-866-Lesters

1-866-Lesters

Konrad ejbich is a member of the 
Wine Writer’s circle of canada. he 
writes for Style at Home magazine 
and answers caller questions on cBc 
radio’s Ontario Today. he’s currently 
updating his Pocket Guide to Ontario 
Wines, Wineries, Vineyards & Vines. 
follow twitter.com/WineZone
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We deride and dismiss them. We look down our noses at people 
who regularly drink them. We make fun of the ads that promote them.  
But let’s face it, on at least one occasion over the holidays — more likely  
several — we’re going to drink them. And despite ourselves, we’re  
going to like it!

I refer, of course, to cream liqueurs, those sweet and cloying 
drops of liquid joy we pour over ice or ice cream and ladle into 
our coffees on cold Sunday mornings. Simple but also simply 
delightful, they seem tailor-made for wintry holidays, a.k.a. 
pretty much all of December.

To prepare for the season, then, I assembled seven such bottles  
and tasted them one against the other. The candidates were: the  
new St-Rémy à la Crème ($27.95 for a 750 mL bottle); Carolans 
Irish Cream ($24.84); Baileys Original Irish Cream ($29.85) and 
its new Hazelnut flavour ($29.30); Amarula Cream ($26.85); 
Tequila Rose ($26.95), and Dooley’s Original Toffee Cream  
Liqueur ($24.85). 

In appearance, they all look pretty much the same, with the  
notable exception of Tequila Rose, which is — gulp! — 
quite pink. Of the remaining six, the St-Rémy is both the  
lightest in colour and the thinnest in texture, more 
2% milk than heavy cream, while the rest are fairly 
uniformly light brown.

The aromas, on the other hand, vary a lot more  
than you might think, from glass-full-o’-toffee 
for Dooley’s to creamy chocolate for St-Rémy 
and candied fruit for Amarula. Tequila Rose and 
Baileys Hazelnut not surprisingly smell of their 
flavouring ingredients, strawberry for the former 
and toasted hazelnuts for the latter, while Carolans  
and Baileys both offer varying degrees of creamy 
caramel, the bouquet of Carolans speaking more 
to their common Irish whiskey base.

Tasting my way through them, it becomes 
quickly apparent that they are defined to a great 
degree by their sugar contents. The sweetest by a  
considerable margin is Dooley’s, the ingredients list  
of which lists three forms of sugar after “vodka.” Still, 

even an old sourpuss like myself finds something quite appealing in  
the “cream caramel flavour” that somehow creates its full toffee taste.

If you like strawberries and cream, you’ll probably like Tequila Rose, 
so long as you don’t expect to taste any actual tequila. The front label 

speaks of “a splash” of the spirit, which must really be all there 
is, since I find more evidence of tequila merely by opening my 
liquor cabinet door than I do in this liqueur.

The new kid on the block, St-Rémy, stays true to its appearance  
by offering the lightest body of the group, and the thinnest mouth- 
feel. If you are intending to add it to your coffee, its milky rather  
than creamy, medium sweet character might be considered a 
drawback, but on its own after a large meal, perhaps even supple- 
mented by an extra drop of brandy, this could potentially spare 
your stomach some distress.

Fruit-flavoured and, hence, quite fruity, Amarula wins my vote  
for best boozy topping for ice cream, although for the same 
reason I don’t suppose I’d welcome its presence in my coffee.  

Which leaves just the titans, Baileys and Carolans, in a way the  
Bushmills and Jameson of cream liqueurs, each favoured 

by one camp and disparaged by the other.
I find more evidence of whiskey in the Carolans, 
although also more of a butterscotchy character, 
which, depending upon how you feel about butter- 
scotch, can be a positive or a negative. Conversely,  
Baileys has a sweet, toasted nuttiness about it, 
which makes it seem a bit drier than the Carolans  
and less cloying on the finish. Its hazelnut version,  
however, swings the opposite way with a nutty 
sweetness that seems to override the Baileys-ness 
of its base, although I still believe it to be the most  
successful of the four Baileys line extensions.   CB

the sweet and lowdown on cream liqueurs

A Midwinter Night’s Cream
libations   By Stephen Beaumont

Lighter than most: St-Rémy à la 
Crème ($27.95/750 mL).

Stephen Beaumont tastes, writes  
and tweets from his home in downtown 
toronto. His World Atlas of Beer,  
co-authored with tim Webb, will be  
available in spring of 2012.  
Follow him at @BeaumontDrinks.
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One last bite   By Dick Snyder

Grapes Under Pressure

Rush fan or not, anyone who’s
seen the documentary Rush: Beyond the Lighted Stage 
knows that these boys are sincere. Good Canadian boys, 
solid family men. Kind, intelligent, empathetic. They kick  
ass and rock hard, too. Naturally. When CityBites launched 
its first issue almost seven years ago, Geddy Lee kindly let  
us into his wine cellar for a tour. We posted the article and  
photos online, and Rush fans around the world crashed 
the server. Such is the band’s reach and influence. So when  
they get behind a humanitarian cause such as Grapes for 
Humanity — Lee sits on the board — it’s a significant vote 
of confidence. As our own Konrad Ejbich pointed out in  
our previous issue, Lee and Alex Lifeson hosted some Grapes  
for Humanity supporters during a tour of Prince Edward 
County earlier this fall where — at $1,000 a ticket — they  
raised more than $50,000. The group took a Via Rail train  
from Toronto to PEC, where Huff Estates and chefs Michael  
Potters and Kevin McKenna handled the hospitality. In  
previous years, the band has raised money via eBay auctions  
of memorabilia, special dinners and wine auctions. Such 
good boys, leading by example. Making their mamas proud.

the gOOd bOys frOm rush do their part for humanitarian causes

for more on alex and geddy’s  
excellent County adventure, please 
visit grapesforhumanity.com.  
give generously, and watch for  
upcoming events.

Working for a Cause: Alex Lifeson, Kevin McKenna, Michael Potters and Geddy Lee.





Experience The Taste of
ONTARIO’S SPECIALTY CHEESE

St-Albert Cheese Co-operative Inc., enjoys worldwide 
renown for exceptional quality cheeses, which we have 
made for over 116 years. Since 1894, � ve generations of dairy 
farmers and craftsmen have worked to maintain St-Albert’s 
long tradition of quality.  The products are all naturally aged. 
The unique taste of St-Albert cheese is internationally known, 
whether it be aged or mild cheddars or their famous curds.

7 Year Aged Cheddar has a very pleasant stronger aroma 
and more slightly acidic note than a younger 5 year aged 
cheddar. This cheese has a drier more crumbly texture, 
given its low moisture content.  When eating, you will get 
slightly acidic note that will develop into wonderful fruity 
milk note characteristics as it warms in your mouth. It will 
be slightly buttery and exhibit crystallized granules.

Comfort Cream is a camembert-style soft, white bloomy 
rind cheese with a silky, creamy, golden interior. Rich 
� avours of fresh tru�  es prevail with an intense, buttery 
palate and a long, tangy � nish. This delicate and luscious 
artisanal cheese is hand salted, hand turned and hand 
wrapped. 

Niagara Gold is a semi-soft, washed rind cheese fashioned 
after recipes developed by the Trappist Monks of the Loire 
Valley. This is a cheese with nutty, earthy overtones and 
mellow, buttery � avours. This luscious cheese is delicately 
mild and sweet when young and gains pungency and 
piquant qualities with age. The rind may be eaten or 
trimmed depending on your taste.

Niagara Gold

Comfort Cream

St-Albert
7 Year Aged Cheddar

Evanturel

Evanturel is a supple, bloomy rind cheese with a striking 
streak of vegetable ash running through it. The ash lends an 
earthy tone to this beautifully rich, mushroomy � avoured 
cheese with a fresh milk � nish. The ash actually draws some 

of the water out of the cheese, making it very creamy. 
Evanturel is an artisan cheese - handmade in very 
small batches.

ST. ALBERT, ONTARIO

JORDAN STATION, ONTARIO

THORNLOE, ONTARIO

Canoe, Toronto 416 364 0054 
www.oliverbonacini.com/Canoe.aspx 
Nota Bene, Toronto 416 977 6400 
www.notabenerestaurant.com
Royal York, Toronto 416 368 2511 
www.fairmont.com/royalyork
One, Toronto 416 961 9600 
www.onehazelton.com

Black Hoof, Toronto 
416 551 8854
Cava, Toronto 416 979 9918 
www.cavarestaurant.ca
Bymark, Toronto 416 777 1144 
www.bymark.ca
Drake, Toronto 416 531 5042 
www.thedrakehotel.ca

Inn on the Twenty, Lincoln 905 562 7313 
www.innonthetwenty.com
Vineland Estates, Vineland 905 562 7088 
www.vineland.com
Cowbell,  Toronto 416 849 1095 
www.cowbellrestaurant.ca
Harbord Room, Toronto 416 962 8989 
www.theharbordroom.com

Enjoy The Great Taste Of Specialty Cheeses Made From 100% Canadian Milk At These Restaurants:

Ask For These Ontario Produced  Specialty Cheeses Made From 
100% Canadian Milk At Your Local Specialty Cheese Shop & Where You Dine.


